WORKSHEET: INVERSION
BY A. KRYSIAK FROM
GORONSKA.PL

Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the
first one, using the words in brackets (don’t forget about the commas).

1. She insistingly asked whether I can make those examples funnier.
(can)
‘……………………………………………those examples funnier?’ she asked insistingly.
2. I have never seen inversion in context before.
(before)
…………………………………………… inversion in context.
3. You should never give up working on grammar.
(under)
…………………………………………… give up working on grammar.
4. Usually I don’t find this kind of exercise enjoyable.
(rarely)
…………………………………………… this kind of exercise enjoyable.
5. Yet she usually finds them a piece of cake.
(rarely)
…………………………………………… them a piece of cake.
6. Please convey my regards to Agnieszka if you see her.
(should)
…………………………………………… please convey my regards to her.
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7. The parrot was stunned and it was pinning for the fjords.
(only)
…………………………………………… but also it was pinning for the fjords.
8. But for your help, I would’ve spent hours learning how to use
inversion correctly.
(had)
…………………………………………… I would’ve spent hours learning how to use
inversion correctly.

Find one error in each quote.

1

I thought: the park, the harmonized light and shade, the lake, the
manufactured nature, the world in miniature, the imitation of
fauna, etc., and on top of that, the communication, whose possible
simulation I had no reason to rule out, between two individuals.
Never before did a dialogue seemed so essential to me.
(Sergio Chejfec, “My Two Worlds”; trans. M.B. Carson)

I have come to guess a little of what the Child thinks by examining
his features, but at no time we have communicated as before,
when we spoke to one another in the woods.
(David Malouf, “An Imaginary Life”)
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Scribbling exotic romances in a metropolitan garden, overfed,
lightheaded with wine and conversation, projecting extravagant
fables on the unknown, what need I had to listen for its rising
somewhere deep at the back of my head […]?
(David Malouf, “An Imaginary Life”)

As he listens to the rain falling, he again senses, realizing that not
only something has given way in the room, but also someone has
now literally gone.
(Enrique Vila-Matas, “Dublinesque”; trans. A. McLean, R. Harvey)
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Beyond what I’ve just described, both their silence and their
demeanor impressed me. These qualities might seem fantastical,
but I knew I wasn’t deceiving myself: one has to activate one’s
imagination to bestow life on these swans. It’s the same with all
inanimate things, we have to imbue them with life, but rarely we
find in the inanimate the type of silence or demeanor I now
confirmed, nor to such a degree, as we seek, let’s say, to fit them
into some human scale.
(Sergio Chejfec, “My Two Worlds”; trans. M.B. Carson)
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